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Abstract

This case study reports on a programmatic decision to require a credit-bearing course that was made by Faculty in Residence (FIR), including its implementation and results over a two-year period from 2010-2012. The focus is on FIR and on the impact of their decision upon the students enrolled in their Living Learning Communities (LLCs). The credit-bearing course was a Kinesiology Activities class taken by all seven LLCs at Boise State University. Anonymous feedback from students was obtained via end of semester surveys; results were used to improve the course. Survey feedback was analyzed to assess the value students perceived to have gained from the course. The majority of students reported gaining value from the class. Students noted that it positively affected their time management/personal accountability, that it decreased their stress level and that it increased their awareness of the Recreational Center offerings. Some students were critical of the course, reporting little to no value or even resentment about the course requirement. The decision, implementation and improvements of the course required faculty leadership and full participation of all LLCs; perceptions of the FIR in terms of the effects of adding the required course on their LLC are reported.
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1. Introduction

The Residential College program was founded at Boise State University (BSU) in 2004. The academic Deans and Vice Presidents for Student Affairs and Academic Affairs collaborated on funding and implementation of the program, and created a charter document. Residential Colleges exist at BSU under the broader umbrella of Living Learning Communities (LLCs). In 2010-2012 there were five residential colleges with live-in FIR and two interest communities where the FIR (staff or faculty) live outside the residence hall. Approximately 140 students participate annually.

Since the program’s inception, approximately 1500 students have enrolled in LLCs through five residential colleges with live-in FIR, and two interest communities which do not have faculty that live in residence but who are led by a staff or faculty member who participates in every other way as FIR. To date, about 20 tenured or tenure-track FIR, ranging from a college dean to newly appointed assistant professors have participated in residential colleges, living in residence. In addition, four professional staff members with instructional and other campus responsibilities have
participated as out of residence “FIR” in the two interest communities. During the academic year, the FIR met regularly as a team under the direction of the Assistant Director for Residential Education (Asst. Dir.), appointed by Student Affairs and Housing, who supervised the program and coordinated the recruitment and day-to-day management of the program.

The mission of the Living-Learning Communities Program is to enrich student learning through direct connection with faculty who bridge academic and personal life and foster interdisciplinary inquiry. [1] Each of the communities is bound together by common values: Self-Assurance, Community Engagement, Intellectual Curiosity, Love of Learning and Openness and Inclusion. LLCs exist at many institutions of higher education across the country. BSU’s Residential College program is distinctive because of the low faculty to student ratio (1:22) and the academic course credit component that connects curricular with co-curricular. These features intensify interactions, raise faculty commitment and engage students. LLCs within large universities and in particular a metropolitan commuter campus are known to have positive impacts on student learning, retention, and faculty development. [2-8]

In the fall of 2010 the Asst. Dir. began exploring additional ways to enhance the connections between the LLCs. Considering the positive outcomes found in freshman interest groups and other learning communities where students take linked courses in a specific cohort [2,3,9-11], the idea to link an additional course that would be in common to all LLC students was introduced to the seven FIR associated with the 2010-2011 LLC program. The Lifetime Recreation community (co-sponsored through Campus Recreation) suggested that we consider a Kinesiology course. After considering the research supporting positive correlations between exercise and physical and mental health, as well as increased academic performance, see below, the FIR unanimously supported the idea for implementation in fall 2011.

The connection between participation in physical activity and mental and physical health has been well researched in both youth and adult populations. Modern sedentary lifestyles have been linked to increased rates of cancer, heart disease, diabetes, obesity and mental health problems [12,13]. Commonly accepted knowledge supported by research has shown that engagement in physical and healthy lifestyle can reduce the onset of preventable medical conditions in both youth and adults. Additionally, research has shown that regular physical activity enhances overall psychological well-being by reducing symptoms of depression, stress and anger [14]. Increases in attention, memory and overall ability to learn have been indicated to be better in aerobically fit individuals with participation in regular physical activity (6 hours a week) having been identified as a factor contributing to increased academic performance [15,16]. Research has also indicated that mental health outcomes can be positively impacted when an individual participates in his/her preferred form of activity (aerobic or strength training) [16].

Research and literature on the correlation between physical fitness and cognitive performance has generally focused on youth and the aged population. In both groups a positive association has been identified to exist; however, much of the research in the area does not attempt to directly prove that the more active the person the better their academic performance. On the contrary much of the research generalizes that observed increases in executive function can translate to increased academic performance. Regular physical activity elevates executive functioning by increasing oxygen saturation and the production of neurotransmitters like serotonin and norepinephrine which contribute to enhanced reasoning ability, task focus and attention to detail, problem solving skills and the ability to adapt to new problems and situations – all of which can aid overall academic performance [16,17,18,19]. While the optimal amount of weekly exercise has not yet been identified, it is clear that regular physical activity can enhance an individual’s mental, physical and emotional health and in turn contribute toward enhanced academic performance.

2. Case History

An existing activity course called Kinesiology Activity 163 (KinAct), Exercise on Your Own Time was selected as the foundation for the course in which LLC students would enroll in fall, 2011 and spring, 2012. This was a one-credit, self-scheduling class requiring two hours of weekly activity. The Asst. Dir. and a FIR worked with the chair of Kinesiology and the instructor to modify the curriculum to offer the broadest range of fitness options and the needed flexibility in students’ schedules. Kinesiology agreed to fund the course costs for one year at no additional cost to the students, and the instructor was provided by Campus Recreation. This proved to be an excellent collaboration between Student Affairs and Academic Affairs. The instructor attended several monthly FIR meetings and maintained consistent communication with the Asst. Dir. who coordinated the credit and logistics surrounding the linked course.
The results of the Case are presented in three sections. First, the perspectives of FIR are given. They were asked to complete the following open-ended questions: (1) What do you recollect on how we decided to implement the credit-bearing activity class, and (2) In looking back, what do you think the effect of adding KinAct as a requirement had on your living learning community? Of the four eligible FIR who participated without interruption across the planning year (2010-2011) and first-year of implementation (2011-2012), responses were obtained from three, presented below. Second, the instructor for the credit-bearing activity class was asked for her perspective on the deployment in terms of her observations and lessons learned. Third, the results of an end of semester, anonymous survey are presented that was administered to LLC students at the end of the first semester of implementation in conjunction with the same survey’s responses from the implementation one year later.

2.1 FIR Responses to Questions:

(1) What do you recollect on how we decided to implement the credit-bearing activity class, and (2) In looking back, what do you think the effect of adding KinAct as a requirement had on your living learning community? These are presented in the voice of the FIR, with little editing beyond text rearrangement.

2.1.1 FIR 1 -- Community Scholars

Concerning the Implementation: The original intention for adding the Kin-Act course was two-fold. The first objective was to improve first year students’ physical health and lifestyle choices and the second was to increase cross LLC student interactions. By implementing a "roll your own" Kin-Act course, I found that neither of these two objectives was entirely met; however several other benefits became evident in comparison to my four years of experience with LLCs before the implementation of the Kin-Act course.

Concerning the Effect on the LLC: Before the implementation of the Kin-Act course with my LLC, it seemed that the community became “modular.” Certain students would only hang out with a small number of community members; or individuals would isolate themselves in their suite before and after community events. There was very little observable "bonding" on a community level. After the implementation of the activity course, there was an observable decline in students forming small groups or cliques within the community and of student isolation. This task was assisted greatly by a heavily participatory Program Assistant (student employee who serves as a mentor and assistant to the faculty), who would reach out to community members and encourage those who struggled with personal connections to participate in the Kin-Act course. Community members' increased participation in Kin-Act correlated with increased participation in "outside the classroom" activities.

There was very little observable evidence from my perspective that the incorporation of Kin-Act improved students’ health or lifestyle choices, such as residence hall conduct violations and increased interactions across the LLCs. These two factors are very difficult to measure due to the other programs that were also simultaneously implemented.

As a FIR that has experienced LLCs both with and without KinAct courses, in my opinion, based on reviewing the student evaluations of the KinAct course, I felt that the integration of this course across all LLCs was beneficial to students from the students' perspective. The measurable impact observed between community participation in LLC activities and intra-community collaboration was to such an extent that the program was continued.

2.1.2 FIR 2 -- Engineering Residential College

Concerning the Implementation: The decision to move forward with requiring the KinAct course was collectively done using our monthly FIR meetings where we also decided to obtain student feedback about the course. We reviewed that feedback as a group at the end of the first fall semester and also at the end of spring semester. After seeing the spring semester’s implementation, we decided that overall, implementing the activity course in fall semester was a resoundingly good thing; but that there was no need to also require it in spring, as students by the end of fall semester were both very well connected in terms of campus facilities and also very aware of the full suite of offerings afforded by the REC center. There were some logistic issues -- one of my residents was part of the football team, and another was on track, a third was part of a club team, and a fourth in marching band. These residents were ridiculously busy, yet they cheerfully went along with the requirements and it was only in the second semester that we introduced waivers as a work-around for such students.
Concerning the LLC: I obtained input from my Resident Assistant, who worked with me in the ERC one year prior to implementation as well as the year we implemented the program. He indicated that he felt that participating in the KinAct requirement forced greater interaction between the residents which led to more shared experiences and a greater sense of community on the floor; that the different suites were less cliquish.

As for me, I was surprised when one student in my living learning community wound up receiving a failing grade in the course. Even when given extra chances, the student did not seem to understand the consequences of receiving a failing grade. Finally, it seemed to me that I encountered my students more inside the REC that year than I did the previous year when KinAct was not a required course. These chance encounters allowed students to see that I valued exercise and my own health by participating regularly in the facilities at the REC.

2.1.3 FIR 3 -- Lifetime Recreation

Concerning the Implementation: Initially, the idea of a co-listed course began with the notion that it should be academic in nature; however, as we explored the idea we re-visited the core learning outcomes of the program. We felt that a course should emphasize social opportunities intended to build relationships across the entire learning cohort. Personal patterns of success were then discussed and we identified that data supported that physical activity is an effective tool for stress relief, brain engagement, body health and self-image. Thus we explored the idea of creating a course that obligated students to explore the range of movement-based activity offered by Campus Recreation. In year one, the course was modified on the fly several times to more effectively manage the usage patterns and reporting functions supporting the students enrolled in the course.

Concerning the LLC: Lifetime Recreation was designed to be a community of learners that were drawn together by a common affinity. In year one of the community, 2010-2011, we hosted 22 students who had come from an active background of individual and team sports. We expected that these students would carry the discipline and engagement in sports from high school into their collegiate lifestyle but we were quite surprised that only a small percentage of the students became regular users of the university's wide array of Campus Recreation.

By adding the KinAct course in 2011-2012, we were able to engage the students in the exercise pattern they brought with them to school. The course front-loaded a healthy pattern before they could be drawn to other uses of their leisure time. An increased level of physical activity was an expectation on our part but I did not expect the dramatic increases in social engagement that were a by-product of the course. In the two years that we have offered the course, I have found that the course helped to reduce cliques among students because they were apt to find both workout and social networks, which at times were distinctly separate from each other. This in turn helped to increase engagement in class assignments and discussions. It also helped in moderating behavioral issues when they arose.

2.2 Activity Course Instructor Feedback:

During the first semester the course was offered, we learned that students need more consistent access to programs and activities that Campus Recreation provides. Even though the benefits of this class outweigh the complaints that are heard from time to time, there is more need for instructor involvement and education in regard to student exercise and making healthy choices. More individualized attention from the instructor of KinAct would benefit students and possibly increase the long-term adherence to activity, since it is clear that students face an overwhelming number of choices and competing priorities in the first year of college. I relate four student stories below; two from students who proved to be challenging, and two that represent success stories.

2.2.1 Challenging Situations

During the first semester a student was encountered that was stubbornly set on proving that a certain method of exercise, cross fit, was more beneficial than anything we had to offer at the recreation center. Unfortunately, cross fit programs are not allowed in the facility as the proper equipment and/or facility for this type of training is not available. This individual felt as though they should be excused from the course due to inadequate access to equipment. Through multiple conversations, a solution was found through explaining opportunities that do exist at the recreation center that could improve his performance in cross fit training. For example, using yoga as a modality to increase joint range of motion, he was able to see the benefit on performance. This was a very challenging student in that he was very strong willed about his perceptions of cross fit.
Multiple times throughout the first semester, students were encountered who were struggling with body image issues who were intimidated by the facility and/or programs. For students struggling in this way, developing a personal relationship and building trust can help them ease into this environment. However, this was not an easy task due to the fact that it is a self-guided course, which limited their interaction with the course instructor. However, consistent communication was maintained with the Asst. Dir. and the FIR, which allowed for trouble shooting and problem solving opportunities. The FIR created influential relationships with students and were key to student success and connection. They were able to create trust with their students, and then connect them to programs, services and personnel in a supportive way.

2.2.2 Success Stories

From the Course Instructor: During the first semester of this course we had multiple students who forged signatures on their activity cards to try to obtain credit for completing an activity that they did not do. One student was particularly problematic. However, through discussions with this student, the hard lesson that comes with academic dishonesty was conveyed which led to a greater understanding of personal responsibility and integrity. This student proved this greater understanding by applying for a position at the student recreation center where he now serves as one of the facility’s best staff members; he holds true to his integrity and takes ownership for his actions. His work ethic and overall academic performance improved as a result of working through the situation that he had created.

In the Words of a Student: The concept of this class was highly appreciated. This is actually my second year at a college. Last year at another university, I didn’t work out as much my first semester. My classes seemed to take up almost all of my free time and what little free time I had available I devoted to relaxing and having fun. I found myself always needing energy drinks and caffeine to get me through not just my mornings but also my days. I had no energy. It was a terrible cycle until my father recommended finding time a few times a week to work out like I did in high school. My second semester I lost weight, had more energy, felt better about myself and seemed happier. This is why I love Kin-Act so much. What a lot of my peers don’t understand is that working out literally makes you happy due to the release of endorphins. This class helped me to organize consistent times to put myself first and go work out. I felt happy, awake, and physically challenged. I enjoyed many of the programs. This semester I have tried Zumba, Hip Hop, Yoga (3 different classes), Core Abs and Cycling. I have also enjoyed the racket ball court and many of the aerobic machines.

2.3 Survey Results, Fall 2011 and Fall 2012.

An analysis of 119 survey respondents in fall 2011 and of 96 student respondents in fall 2012 was conducted, see Table 1. As part of the survey, students were asked an open-ended question: “What value did you get from the linked course (KinAct)?” Comments were categorized as described below. Many students had compound comments such as: “I became more fit and was challenged to keep a commitment to my health all semester.” This was counted as both a comment about increased fitness level and about it challenging them to keep a commitment to their health. Other compound statements contained comments about difficulties with the logistics of the course that were coupled with “but” statements that acknowledged a positive element; such comments were also counted in the appropriate two categories. The acronyms for each community are: GVC, Global Village Community; COBE, College of Business and Economics Residential College; CSRC, Community Scholars Residential College; ERC, Engineering Residential College, HPRC, Health Professions Residential College; AHRC, Arts and Humanities Residential College; LR, Lifetime Recreation.
Table 1: Analysis of open-ended question: “What Value did you gain from the linked KinAct course?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value gained</th>
<th>Fall 2011</th>
<th>Fall 2012</th>
<th>Fall 2013</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GVC</td>
<td>CDB</td>
<td>ERK</td>
<td>HPRC</td>
<td>AHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning about the REC center’s offerings; specific thing (e.g. racquetball, yoga, swimming)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment about an increased fitness level or statement about current fitness level</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment about increased confidence</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment about its affecting time management/keep accountable/consistent schedule</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment about having an increased level of activity/getting them out of their rooms doing something other than TV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment about awareness of exercise as a good habit</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliment about overall general good value of program</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment about it increasing motivation to exercise &amp; achieve goals in general</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment about it decreasing stress level; improving outlook on life; improving成型, grades, keeping you relaxed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment about it increasing involvement with community members and/or making friends</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment about it challenging them to keep a commitment to their health; health in general</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL comments about value gained</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Neutral comments:
Comment about already being active/having good healthy habits | 1 | 0 | 0 | 3 | 6 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 2 | 0 | 2 | 3 | 0 | 1 | 10 | 9 | 29 |

Criteria:
Comment about it increasing stress level | 3 | 3 | 1 | 3 | 0 | 2 | 1 | 3 | 13 | 3 | 16 |
Comment about a failing grade | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 2 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 |
Comment about “no value” e.g. None, Nothing, none whatsoever; overall resentment: “I don’t like someone telling me how to be healthy, and it really bothers me when someone tells me how long to work out for” | 2 | 4 | 3 | 1 | 1 | 3 | 4 | 1 | 2 | 4 | 2 | 1 | 1 | 18 | 11 | 29 |
Comment about logistics of course (difficulty finding somewhow to sign, etc.) | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 4 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 3 | 3 |
TOTAL critical remarks: 6 | 7 | 7 | 8 | 1 | 6 | 5 | 1 | 7 | 0 | 6 | 3 | 7 | 1 | 40 | 21 | 61 |

Some observations about the student comments are presented below:

- For all but one community (HPRC), there were fewer criticisms relative to values gained in 2012 as compared with 2011. This is attributed to the improved logistics and lessons learned in the fall 2011 first-semester deployment.
- Comments with positive value gained (N=219) were greater in number than critical comments (N=61). However, the number of critical comments is non-trivial, particularly given that there were 29 discrete comments about the course being of “no value” to them.
- 19 students explicitly commented that they already were active/had good healthy habits; 8 of these 19 comments were made by students in the ERC.
- Interestingly, 37 students noted that it affected their time management/held them accountable. Also, 22 students commented about it increasing their motivation to exercise and helping them achieve their personal goals in general. These two sets of comments are the ones that most closely connect with improved academic performance, although not explicitly named that by the students.
- Other categories receiving many positive comments were: that students learned about the Rec center’s offerings (N=26); that it increased their level of activity/got them out of their room (N=28); that it decreased their stress level (N=28) and that it was overall a generally good program (N=26).
- No students mentioned any increased or more meaningful connections with faculty as a result of the KinAct course – this was expected, since the course was not taught by the FIR.
- Negative comments were concentrated into three categories: comments about the course increasing their stress level (N=16); comments about it having “no value” (N=29) and comments about difficulties associated with the logistics of the course (N=14).
- Students in Lifetime Recreation seemed more aware of their motivation to exercise; 7 out of the 22 comments about motivation were from individuals in LR over 2 years. 10 out of 37 comments about the program affecting their time management were also made by LR students. Another 9 of the comments about time management were made by students in HPRC.
- 12 out of 28 comments about having an increased level of activity were made by COBE students.
3. Discussion

After the first year of implementing the activity course, the activity course was critically evaluated in terms of its value added to the LLCs. In the first two semesters of the course being offered as part of the LLC experience, the pass rate on the activity course was 87.6 and 86.2%, for an enrollment of 177 and 116 students, respectively. This was of concern to the FIR, as reflected for example in the comment by FIR #2. Critical evaluation of student comments led to several changes in the program in order to better meet the needs of the students. Changes included improving the program delivery, including a change in the frequency of the KinAct course requirement from fall and spring semesters to fall semester only; and also a plan to better communicate the goals/objectives of an LLC program that included a KinAct course, described in more detail below. Although these changes did not affect the overall pass rate the following semester (83%), they probably resulted in an increase in “value added” comments rendered by students.

3.1 Meeting the Needs of the Students

Because a LLC is a dynamic system, in order for it to be effective, the management team, including the FIR, must be dynamic in the LLC pedagogical and programmatic delivery. This case study exemplifies how dynamic and collaborative this implementation was, as many changes occurred between the first and second year of the activity class.

One of the first issues the leadership team undertook to mitigate was identifying possible exceptions to what was in the first year, an all-inclusive rule that required all participants to enroll in the KinAct class as part of their course load. Many of the LLCs had members who were actively participating in a high level of physical activities. These activities included varsity sports, club/intramural sports and ROTC. In the second year of implementation, a waiver was introduced wherein a FIR could identify and waive a member within their LLC from the activity course requirement. Several FIR also identified members who had a health impairment that would make participation in the course inadvisable to their health. Approximately ten waivers were issued in fall 2012 out of a total community that comprised 140. Allowing waivers met the needs of the students without adding barriers to student success while also meeting the LLC goals of increased community.

3.2 Improving Program Delivery

After analyzing the feedback from the LLC members during the first year of the activity course implementation, the leadership team radically changed how the activity course component was introduced to students. As a tradition that has occurred since the inception of the LLC program on this campus, all residential colleges gather the Saturday before classes for an introduction to the Living Learning Communities and their individual residential colleges. This occurs approximately within the first 24 hours of a student moving into the residential halls and generally lasts 2 to 3 hours, including brunch. This is a very important meeting; it introduces the LLC as a community of communities, and for the vast majority of LLC members, it is their “first day of college.” During the fall 2011 semester, the Activity Course Instructor led a presentation about the activity course during this timeframe to all of the LLC students, staff and faculty gathered in the meeting hall (an audience of approximately 160). Based on student feedback obtained from fall 2011, this was subsequently identified by the LLC leadership team to be an ineffective way to present critical information associated with a course they would begin the following week. In order to alleviate the confusion associated with the fall’s activity course offering, a second presentation about the activity course was given at the beginning of the spring 2012 semester. This second presentation was held at the student recreation center, and was interactive, with students going from station to station within the REC center, learning about the different offerings. It opened up opportunities for LLC members to visit the “classroom” area as one of the stations, where they received the course syllabus and the course requirements were explained. It ended with several fun activities, including volleyball matches, basketball games and more. The FIR and the students participating in the event identified this interactive presentation to be a great success. Over summer 2012, the introduction of the activity component was reworked one more time to an improved hybrid, wherein the Activity Course Instructor introduced the course to the LLC both on the Saturday before courses started and also with the interactive presentation at the student recreation facility during the first week of courses with all FIR in attendance. This improvement of this method of introducing the physical activity component of the LLC was perceived in LLC student evaluations obtained in fall of 2012.
3.3 Using the Activity Course as a Method of Creating Community

All three FIR reported a perceived decrease in the formation of exclusive social groups, or “cliques” as a possible result of the activity course. The formation of exclusive social groups had been previously identified as an issue in several of the communities, and was something that the Asst. Dir. actively worked with program assistants to help avert. The implementation of the KinAct course involved a pedagogy designed to increase cross-community connections, so it was not surprising that it helped alleviate this issue. Albeit these are informal observations only, future work will need to investigate the effects of a course in common across all LLCs that involves informal interactions of students as it might affect the formation of broader social networks than are normally formed in first-year residential halls.

3.4 Sustainability

In order to be able to fund the increased administrative costs and the Activity Course Instructor’s salary a nominal $10.00 fee was added to the cost of participating in the LLC program. This additional $1,500-$1,800 in revenue was purposefully kept low in order to keep the financial cost of being a LLC member in check.

4. Summary

This Case represents the history and deployment of a creative programmatic decision made by FIR to augment the LLC experience at this campus by requiring a credit-bearing kinesiology course. This enabled cross-community interactions and connected students with campus resources and with each other in environments outside their own LLC. Students reported on value gained from the experience including a positive effect on their time management/personal accountability, a decreased stress level and an increased awareness of Rec Center offerings. Some students were critical and/or resentful of the course requirement. FIR reported greater community engagement and fewer interactions as cliques. This Case exemplifies the kind of innovative practice that can result from the rich environment created when academics intersects with residential life and other vital student-centric campus entities such as recreational services. The influence of this Case has guided the selection of FIR for future communities in the following ways: high levels of collaboration, thinking of the “whole” student (not just their grades), sharing idea development and implementation across university departments.
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